ALAMEDA COUNTY
ALL IN STEERING COMMITTEE

Wednesday, June 20, 2018
1:00 p.m.

Supervisor Wilma Chan, Chair
Supervisor Nate Miley

Location: County Administration Building, Room 255 2nd floor
1221 Oak Street, Oakland, CA 94612

SUMMARY MINUTES

I. Call to Order

Supervisor Chan called the meeting to order at 1:00 p.m. and Committee members introduced themselves.

Supervisor Chan thanked everyone who worked on Measure A, which did not pass by only 0.4% or about 1200 votes. A summary is being worked on to consider various options moving forward. The 2/3 majority was hard to hit, but wonderful energy surrounded the campaign.

Supervisors Chan and Miley will be submitting a substantial budget request to fund the upcoming census count. Last year, the County was underfunded by about $43 million. This year will be challenging as President Trump added a residency question to the census, which is adding challenges and fears. Census offices will begin opening in 2019, but now is the time to start preparing for the work. ALL IN may participate as we have relationships with community organizations and partners.

II. Rationale for Considering Data Sharing

Supervisors Chan introduced a discussion on the rationale for data sharing. Agencies are already doing their own versions of data sharing and ALL IN needs to learn the pros and cons of this work. It is also important to incorporate community organizations and residents into the conversation.

III. Panel Presentation on Data Sharing – where is Data Sharing Happening in the Count Now?

Lisa Forti, First 5 Alameda County, reported on data sharing with Results Based Accountability (RBA) for First 5 programs. Contract performance measures roll up to strategy performance measures and then roll up to agency performance measures. First 5 looks at how data is collected, who collects it and how it relates to other measures.

Esa Ehmen-Krause, Deputy Chief Probation Officer, Probation Department, reported that the courts ruled to allow data release under specific terms for research projects. County Counsel approved a template for data sharing between partners and Universities. The Probation Department also participates in a countywide data sharing group. The Probation Department is a willing partner in data sharing and will respect and maintain confidentiality records.

Julie Hadnot, Director, Interagency Children’s Policy Council (ICPC), reported that ICPC does not collect data or run programs, but is a policy council. How data is shared continues to be an issue raised by various agencies. ICPC is looking to pilot a data sharing cross-agency model.

Cristi Iannuzzi, Care Connect, Health Care Services Agency, reported that the Social Health Information Exchange and Community Health Record are planning for implementation. The system is developed for people experiencing high needs and or crisis, such as homelessness, mental health, substance abuse and other issues. It will link providers with the patients at the center.
IV. Next Steps: Future Discussions on Data Sharing

Melanie Moore stated that there will be future discussions on data sharing, including within public systems sharing client level data. ALL INs goal is to end poverty and there needs to be thought on how to advance that work.

Different types of data sharing to consider:
- Individual client/case management
- Resource allocation and contract management
- Opportunities for community investment

Challenges for further consideration:
- Privacy; legal considerations
- Data systems integration among different systems
- User training support
- Involving community residents in understanding data sharing
- Costs

Supervisors Miley wanted to know if any of the systems being put in place are making a difference in the quality of life of communities were disparities are seen.

Supervisor Chan is interested in individual data so impacts can be seen more directly.

The ALL IN Steering Committee was directed to send a list of questions raised in today’s discussion and the next agenda will be built around the questions. ITD will be invited to the next meeting to discuss data integration.

PUBLIC COMMENT
None.

Adjourn
The meeting was adjourned to July 18, 2018.